SMS LITE

REMOTE CONTROL & MONITORING SOLUTION
SMARTER TECHNOLOGY = GREATER EFFICIENCY
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MADE IN NEW ZEALAND

SMS LITE

REMOTE CONTROL & MONITORING SOLUTION
Monitor and control devices from your cellphone, the SMS Lite is a low cost intelligent cellular remote
control unit. Devices suitably connected to the SMS Lite can be monitored via its 4 switch inputs and
turned on or off via the 2 relay outputs. Check the status of the devices, receive notifications and
manually control the outputs from your cellphone.
EASY TO USE
Once wired, the unit
can be configured by
text within minutes.
REMOTE SWITCH
Switch connected
devices on or off
remotely.

SMS CONTROL &
NOTIFICATION
Receive text
messages with
status conditions,
notifications and
control options for
up to 4 people within
cellular range.

WIRELESS
TECHNOLOGY
Send and recieve
signals. No need for
expensive cabling or
driving.

SHARED
RESPONSIBILTY
Escalate alarms if
busy or no reply after
10 minutes.

OUT 2 OUTPUTS
Outputs are
controlled by
sending the SMS
Lite a text containing
instructions.

STATUS UPDATES
Check the status of
your device from
anywhere, anytime
within cellular range.

4 INPUTS
Once configured you
will receive a text
each time any of the
inputs turns on or off.

ENDLESS
POSSIBILITIES
Versatile, reliable
and suitable for most
environments.
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MAX SWITCHING CURRENT 2 AMPS

RECEIVE NOTIFICATIONS

CURRENT CONSUMPTION 13MA

DIMENSIONS L 112XW76XD25MM

Before wiring the SMS Lite to any electrical device please read the supplied instructions and consult a
registered electrician.

RURAL
APPLICATION
Reduce your workload, no more driving around checking pumps, irrigators
or switches. Let the SMS Lite notify you of any output status changes.
Start and stop your effluent pumps from the comfort of your home
or vehicle.
Receive notification when your chiller switches off or a set of lights
or pump gets turned on.

RESIDENTIAL
APPLICATION
The SMS Lite is perfect for a wide range of residential monitoring and
control options.
Turn the spa or hot water cylinder on at your holiday home so they are
hot when you get there.
Monitor pumps on your lifestyle block or control your garden and
driveway lighting.

INDUSTRIAL
APPLICATION
Work smarter, not harder. The SMS Lite is perfect for a range of localised
small plant system monitoring and control.
Activate devices located in hazardous or remote locations.
Receive notification if machines or plant equipment stops operating.

CORPORATE & M2M
APPLICATION
Stay in control from almost anywhere – you don’t need to be at the office to
ensure things are running smoothly.
Monitor remote sites via text from Head Office.
Integrate with your current telemetry and SCADA (Supervisory Control
and Data Acquisition) system.

SMARTER TECHNOLOGY = GREATER EFFICIENCY
QTech is an established NZ technology company specialising in telemetry,
remote monitoring and data recording solutions.
Local experience and expertise ensures our products are designed,
manufactured and serviced to the highest standard.
No more running around wasting time and money, let our innovative and
cost effective remote control systems do the work for you.
The SMS Lite complements the QTech wireless remote control product range.
To view the full product range or to order online, please visit
www.qtech.co.nz
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